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All lots will reflect the amount of time remaining to bid, just under the 
auction estimate (main auction grid view below):

The main auction page will show the time remaining in the auction before 
the lots begin to close, as well as the amount of time remaining on each 
individual lot
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All lots in the auction will reflect the time remaining to bid on that specific lot



Or you may place bids by going into the lot detail page

To place a bid, click on the “Place Bid” button on the lot detail page
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You may place bids by going into the lot detail page



Select an amount to bid from the dropdown box

Select the amount you would like to bid and click “Submit Bid”
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 Select an amount to bid from the dropdown box



Lot detail page view:

If your submitted bid is not high enough to exceed a previously placed bid by 
another user, the notification “You’ve been outbid!” will immediately surface, 
prompting you to place a higher bid
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Should you be outbid by an existing maximum bid, the screen will immediately 
reflect that you’ve been outbid and prompt you to bid again



Should you be outbid, you will receive an email notification and you will see the 
screen reflect this as below (main auction page view):

On the main auction page, the status of all bidding activity 
on all lots will display, noting whether you are winning or 
have been outbid on each lot
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Your screen when logged in will always reflect the current bidding status on all lots you’ve bid on, indicating 
whether you are “Winning” or “Outbid”. Should you navigate away from the auction and are outbid, you will 
receive an email notification prompting you to bid again



Additional view of this, showing later lots (lots 5 and 6) closed, while the earlier lot 4 
remains open:

Once lots have begun to close, you may sort by “time left” so that you may 
view only the lots that have yet to close and remain open for bidding
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As lots begin to close, should there be any bidding activity in the last minute, the countdown clock will reset 
for 5 more minutes until there is no additional bidding. This may cause lots to close out of order, as may be 
seen in the below example, where lots 5 and 6 have closed, but lot 4 remains open for bidding

Once lots have begun to close, you may sort by “time left” 
so that you may view only the lots that have yet to close  

and remain open for bidding

When viewing through the app, you may sort by time



Clients can always review their placed bids and status at any point 
throughout the sale by going to the “My Bids” section of their account

At any point throughout the sale, you may go to the “My Bids” section 
and review the bidding status on all lots you’ve placed bids on
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Clients can always review their placed bids and status at any point 
throughout the sale by going to the “My Bids” section of their account



At the end of the sale, all lots will either reflect “sold”, if you did not bid on 
it, and for the lots you bid on, it will either show “won” or “lost”

Once the sale has closed, you may refer to this section for whether you 
have won or lost the items you bid on
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At the end of the sale, all lots will either reflect “sold”, if you did not bid 
on it, and for the lots you bid on, it will either show “won” or “lost”.


